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The rise of global and multicultural studies has helped reshape contemporary
notions ofGerman literature, so thatwritings by immigrant and first-generation
Germans are now routinely included in our study and understanding ofGer
man literature.Moreover, with the consolidation of the European Union, the
old demarcations?both
physical and cultural?of its constituent nation-states
have begun to fall, leading to debates and furtherquestioning of their national
identities.Globalization has brought not only increased non-EU immigration,
but also a rise inneo-liberal capitalism thathas imposed supra-national cultural
influences thatmany fearwill only farther diminish national identities.
These changes have not been lost on young writers. In the past decade,
a flood of new works by young writers, from both the
Germany has seen
dominant and from non-dominant cultural traditions, texts that have vari
or "Avant-Pop."2 What
ously been termed "pop-literature," "popmodern,"1
a
on
common
is focus
the lifestyles,music and film
much of thiswriting has in
interests, as well as the daily life of their 20-some-year-old protagonists, who
act, as Anke Biendarra has argued, much like a fl?neur of what Florian lilies
has termed the Generation Golf.3 In 2000 an interesting anthology of new
writing entitledMorgen Land: neueste deutscheLiteratur^ appeared, which col
lected texts of young immigrant and/or first-generation writers (theGerman
tide is a play on words, whereby "Morgenland" can mean both the Orient as
well as the Land ofTomorrow, suggesting, as the editor himself does, that
literature?of tomorrow).
writing from the Orient will shape the land?and
to
the writers collected in
the
Tuschick,
editor,
Jamal
anthology's
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no longer focus on the dialectic tensions of cultural loss and transition,which
are common themes formany immigrant writers,5 rather
they create works
almost devoid of national, cultural specificity; texts that are modeled more on
popular than canonical literaturewhich often exhibit a cinematic rather than
a
purely literary aesthetic. The anthology,Tuschick writes, seeks to support his
thesis, "...dass die deutsche Literatur an den ethnischen R?ndern der Gesell
schaft intensive befruchtet wird. Hier ist nun alles Uberschuss und Chance,
was einmal Zweifel und Verlust war. Das Gl?ck der sp?ten Geburt erspart den
Beg?nstigten nicht zuletzt die intellektuellen Kr?mpfe ihrerVorg?nger aus der
die ihre Publikationszusammenh?nge
noch in
Migrantenautoren-Generation,
einer aufLebenshilfe ausgerichteten 'Ausl?nderkultur' suchen mussten" (284).
In short, these works are reflective of a new aesthetic, a transnational literature
that seeks to eliminate the "national" (and conversely the foreign,Ausland) in
favor of the "global."6
author Sarah
Exemplary of this new global writing is theGerman-Pakistani
von
"Die
whose
Leute
is
in
collected
Khan,
story
Sewastopol,"
Morgen Land.
While Khan's firstnovel Gogo-Girl (1999) was heralded by critics as one of the
better "pop" novels of the 1990s, her second novel, Dein Film (2001), explored
similar terrain but with a decidedly more global aesthetic (her third and most
recent novel, Eine romantische
(2004), deals with decidedly "Ger
Ma?nahme
man" topics, namely National
Socialism and culturally constructed national
as a film critic inHamburg and
differences). Khan's forays into cinema?both
later through her collaboration on the screenplay toMax F?berb?cks 9?11 film
September, are evident in her second novel as well, which itself thematizes this
most global of art forms.As such her writings will serve as a model to
explore
a new mode and aesthetic in contemporary German literature:
namely a global
literature thatmerges the aesthetics of the pop novel with the thematics of
transnational literature and the discourses of globalization.

and "German" Literature
Globalization
In the introduction to a special issue of the journal Comparative Literature dedi
cated toGlobalization and theHumanities, David Leiwei Li offersa rather concise
definition of globalization that nevertheless reflects itsmultifaceted nature:
In economic terms, it can be understood as theworldwide domination of
free-market capitalism and its local accommodations and resistances. In
political terms, it speaks to the changing nature of the nation-state and the
emergence of non-governmental organizations, both of which negotiate
with border-transcending capital for the governance of peoples and the
sustenance of their interests. In cultural terms, it signals an individual's
inevitable mediation with the hegemonic regime of commodification and
consumption that either universalizes desires or particularizes traditions.7
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There are,within this rubric, a broad array of other issues that are affected by
the forces of globalization, including the environmental, the sociological, and
the commercial. In some ways, it is not possible to discuss only one of these
aspects, as the interconnectedness of these areas iswhat trulymakes for the
global. Any attempt to focus on only one will inevitably fail, as itprecludes an
a direct effect on the former.That is
analysis of the other domains that have
to say, global environmental issues are directly affected by global economic
forces, whereas those economic issues are shaped, in turn, by political ones.
Indeed, JohnTomlinson, in his study for globalization and culture, has identi
fied the central paradox in attempting to approach the interdisciplinary nature
of globalization: although the interconnectedness of these realms is at the very
heart of globalization, "[tjaking multidimensionality seriously can actually be
too demanding [as] the sheer scale and complexity of the empirical reality of
global connectivity is something which defies attempts to encompass it."8Thus
when studying the cultural effectsof globalization, it isnecessary to consider the
influence of the social sciences as well as of economics in order to understand
how the former has been shaped. Such an attempt at complete inclusiveness,

however, becomes almost impossible. Following Tomlinson's lead,my interest
here lieswith the cultural dimensions of globalization, as informed by the social
sciences, as well as with the differences and interrelationships between the
multicultural and the global. In their role as both humanists and cultural critics,
a
literary scholars in the twenty-firstcentury must also approach textswithin
a cultural product that is affected
as
as
context
economic
and
both
by
global
well as socio-political forces.While
the economics of literature (production,
circulation, consumption, etc.) raise a distinct set of problems in and of itself,
my focus will be on the textual and the aesthetic and thematic ramifications of
the socio-political realities of globalization.9
When discussing the term "German literature" in the twenty-firstcentury,
it becomes necessary first to deconstruct the constituent parts of the phrase
in order

to ascertain

a

meaning

to the

term

as a whole.

Whereas

postmodern

theories in the latterhalf of the twetieth century helped redefine the notion of
what constitutes "literature"?giving rise to and at once blurring the boundaries
between pop literature and more "serious" literature, postcolonial theory and
multicultural studies have reshaped the concept of "German" and "Germanness"
so as to include the voices ofminorities, the displaced, and themarginalized.10
In a roundtable discussion on the topic of "Germany and the nation," historian

St?rmer commented thathistorically speaking: "Die Briten sind von der
von ihren
Geographie erfandenworden, die Franzosen
K?nigen. Deutschland ist
von seinenNachbarn erfunden worden."11 This facthas allowed the concept of
German literature tobemuch more flexible over the centuries,whereby German
literature can claim as itsown writers geographically removed from itsborders,

Michael

such asKakfa, Rilke, and Celan. The process of globalization, from itsorigins in
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the late nineteenth century through today, has allowed a furtherredefinition of
"Germanness," one that is no longer based on geographic origin but linguistic
use. The wealth of studies on multiculturalism and immigrant and minority

writing attests to the broadening of what accounts for "German" literature.
But within a global context, the term "German" needs to be contested further
and within the realm of theEuropean project, perhaps even called into question
"multicultural" implies a coexistence of cultural identities
altogether.Whereas
within an imagined or socio-politically constructed area designated "German(y),"
a global
or incorrectly?a universalization ifnot even
reality suggests?correctly
and/or
homogenization
hybridization of cultures and desires.12 Concomitant
to this discussion is the breakdown (and some would argue imminent death)
of the nation-state. The theccccc that the demise of the nation-state has on
identity?particularly cultural identity?has important ramifications for literary
and cultural studies.Whereas multicultural discussions have helped redefine
and broaden national literary canons as well as our conceptions of national
cultural identity,the discourses of globalization threaten to preclude the notion
ofmulticultural nations, in that such a construct has at itsheart the concept of
distinct national cultures that serve as the basis for cultural plurality. Global
theorists would argue that such models ofmulticulturalism are based on the
outmoded sociopolitical construct of the nation-state and that in a borderless
world, we need tomove beyond the idea of national cultures constructed by

geographic boundaries in favor of broader, global identities.Or, inmore simple
terms, as David Morley and Kevin Robins have summarized this shift: "Places
are no longer the clear supports of our
identity."13
A prime example inGermany of the sociopolitical impact of globalization
on cultural discourses is the 1999 polemic that evolved afterBavarian Interior
Minister G?nther Beckstein declared in an essay on immigration and cultural
values: "Die deutsche Leitkultur muss bei unseren ausl?ndischen Mitb?rgern
While Beckstein was expressing his concern
entsprechende Akzeptanz finden."14

thatwith increased immigration, Germany would lose its sense of identity and
its "Germanness," his use of the term "Leitkultur" sparked an intense debate
over the historical and political subtext of such aKultur.Within the discourses
of globalization, though, what Beckstein's manifesto represented is a call to
conserve an imaginary nationalist) identity constructed under the premise of
theGerman nation-state, a desire that the political scientist Benjamin Barber
has termed cultural jihad. This jihad, as Barber writes, is appealing, because it
delivers a particular set of values and virtues: "a vibrant local identity,a sense of

community, [anda] solidarity among kinsmen, neighbors and countrymen."(30)15
Beckstein and others who share this view, fear thatmulticulturalism (primarily
as a result of
immigration?itself amajor consequence of global modernity) will
dilute ifnot downright change the essence ofGerman culture. For Barber, such
jihadists are reacting on a broader scale not just to increasingmulticulturalization
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but globally to theMcDonaldization?or
a process of economic and cultural

Westernization?of
theworld; that is
and
integration
uniformity brought about
commerce
as David Leiwei Li
and
communication?or
by global technology,
has framed the debate, the universalizing of desires versus the particulariza
tion of traditions.16While Barber in the end sees democracy as the solution
to these global conflicts, a number of other recent cultural wars bear out the

struggles between the forces of globalization and those wishing to preserve
their identity through the assertion of a national culture?be
it religious or
secular, linguistic or political. The question that arises is:what does thismeans
for cultural and particularly literary production and more specifically, what
impact does it have on national cultures that for so long have imbued their
citizenry with an identity? If culture and cultural output form the basis for a
nation's or a society's identity?that is, if art and literature reflect the essence
of a culture17?how then has globalization affected these cultural products?
Within the realm ofGerman literature, the beginnings of this debate can
perhaps be traced back to the controversy surrounding the awarding of the 1991
Ingeborg Bachmann Prize toTurkish-German writer and actress Emine Sevgi
Ozdamar. For the first time thatyear, a non-native speaker ofGerman won this

prestigious literary award and the debate that ensued was one that contested
the borders ofGerman literature and indeed forced a reconsideration ofwhat
"German" literature actually is.18 In the years that followed, not only did the
canon of contemporary German writers
expand greatly, but there arose amuch
greater acceptance of "multicultural" German literature; that is literaryworks
that expressed the polyvalence of contemporary German society and identity.
The first generation of these writers conveyed the isolation and disillusion
ment that came to be associated with the
immigrant experience. Subsequent
generations of writers and artists, as Jamal Tuschick has argued, have opted
instead to tell stories about their own social milieu that do not necessarily point
to or define the boundaries between the dominant and non-dominant cultures.
in her review ofTurkish-German
filmmaker
They are, as Katja Nicodemus
Fatih Akin's Gegen dieWand (Head-On, 2004) has termed them, stories from a
metacultural perspective thatmove beyond the sociological.19 In many cases,
even less so
that perspective is informed less by a German "Leitkultur"?and
an
case
or
a
ancestral
this
homeland
culture?than
(in
Turkish)
by
by global
than
culture
culture, one closer to aWesternized,
American,
pop
especially
either of the other two expected referents.

Global Literature: Pop Lit Meets Multikulti?
The proposition that a new, global literature is arising presupposes that this
literature stands in contrast to a national literature. It also suggests that global
literature by diverse writers from across the globe would (or should) exhibit
commonalities of thought and style (McWorld)

unlike literature that is themati
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cally linked closely to one's homeland and thus part of a national literature.
But national literatures are more than a body of work written in a particular
language by citizens of the nation state.While
language is certainly a key ele
ment, the notion of a national literature carrieswith ita historical consciousness
and memory. The Korean scholar Paik Nak-chung has argued that formany
developing world countries, the project of creating a national literature has a
two-fold purpose: first to "emulate thenational-literary endeavors of the earlier
isparticularly theEuropean model of a national literature?and
models,"?that
"
to
preserve or revivify their own ethnic/regional heritage."20 The
secondly,
matically speaking, he writes, the distinctive mark of such national literatures
is a preoccupation with a "national question"?in
the case ofKorea, he argues,
it is the national division of the two states (227). For Germany, the "national

since themiddle of the twentieth century has arguably been
question"?which
more Germany's coming to termswith itshistory thanwith the division of its
two states?is equally central to contemporary cultural politics and
literary
debates, as evidenced by the recent polemics surrounding works and essays
byMartin Walser, G?nter Grass, and others. If indeed one or more nation
ally specific questions constitute the distinctive marks of a national literature,
then a hypothetical global literature, not entirely unlike Goethe's conception
of aWeltliteratur, would necessarily have to be free of such national specificity.
in an analysis of globalization and language, has argued
Walter D. Mignolo,
that global forces have de-linked the traditional bond between languages and
territories and consequently has enabled "the uncoupling of the 'natural' link
between languages and nations, languages and national memories, languages and
national literature."21 If language is, according toMignolo, the common link, it
stands to reason that globalization has also uncoupled the linkbetween nations,
national memories, and national literature.That is to say, there exists a body
of literature that is not linked to the nation or nation state and therefore does
not carry the "weight" (or cultural and historical
memory) of that civilization.
One particular manifestation of such literature is the "pop novel."
Much has been written about the phenomenon of the "pop novel" and
German literature has seen a great rise in pop literature over the past decade
as well. Most theorists agree that pop literature addresses itself to the largest
audience possible which thereby necessitates a lack of historicity as well as
an avoidance of culturally or nationally specific themes or ideas. Instead
such literature embraces a capitalistic and often hedonistic lifestyle, brand
fetishism, cultural excesses and a cataloging, or asMoritz Ba?ler has termed it,
an "archiving" of everyday life and tastes.22
Writers such as Christian Kracht,
von
and
Wladimir
Kaminer have all published pop
Stuckrad-Barre,
Benjamin
novels and stories that have met with both critical acclaim and commercial
success. In 1999 Kracht
together with four friends and writers who deemed
themselves "Das popkulturelle Quintett" published TristesseRoyale, amanifesto
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of pop culture inwhich the five attempted, through a series of discussions and
dialogues, to present a snapshot of their generation. That same year, Kracht
edited a collection of stories,Mesopotamia, which he termed an "avant-pop"
reader offering "ernsteGeschichten am Ende des Jahrhunderts."23 Both works,
but particularly the latter,which included stories by non-German writers aswell,
exhibited a shared "pop" aesthetic and as Ba?ler has noted, deal primarily with
such harmless and youth-oriented topics as vacation experiences, job hunting,
and book fairs (130).
Morgen Land, which appeared the following year, exhibits a very similar aes
theticwith one major difference.What sets Jamal Tuschik's Morgen Land apart
from Kracht's Mesopotamia is that all of the young writers collected inMorgen
Land either were themselves not born inGermany or they are the children of
immigrants or refugees to the Federal Republic. As such, the authors in this
anthology are, according to the editor, "Fremd im eigenen Land, deutsch und
doch alsAusl?nder betrachtet?aus dieser Perspektive schreiben sie aber keine
Prosa zurV?lkerverst?ndigung, sondern neueste deutscheLiteratur."24Many of
thewriters in this volume have described the frustration of their own isolation
in their parents' societies, yet they have nonetheless still been able to use the
ideas and images they inherited from their parental cultures to both reject and
create new modalities and literary reference points. But, as the editor stresses,
writers who are seen by critics as "Kultur-Briickenpionere" (pioneers bridging
cultures) or who write "Schwellenliteratur" (threshold literature) are not to be
found in this anthology.25 Rather, he emphasizes, this represents the future of

German

literature.

Sarah Khan's contribution to the collection is a good example. Her piece,
"Die Leute von Sewastopol," takes place at the international Live-To-Tell
conference in theHoliday Inn, Paris. This setting, generic and nondescript, is
inmany regards a symbol for one segment of the new global elite,
namely what
Peter L. Berger and Samuel Huntington have termed the "Davos Culture."
Berger describes thisgroup as follows: "Participants in this culture know how to
deal with computers, cellular phones, airline schedules, currency
exchanges, and
the like.But they also dress alike, exhibit the same amicable informality,relieve
tensions by similar attempts at humor, and of course most of them interact in
English."26 Indeed when the storyopens, the protagonists, all artists of one kind
or another and each from different countries and
backgrounds, are at the hotel
bar telling jokes in English. These are people without a sense of real rooted
ness, and the story centers around the feelings and emotions of Frau West, a
German who befriends a Parisian and finds happiness in the transitoriness of
the suitcase and hotel life,or what Zygmunt Baumann has called the "tourist"
existence. Such people, products of a global society, see their
relationship to the
world as primarily aesthetic: "they perceive theworld as a food for sensibility?a
matrix of possible experiences.. .and theymap it according to the experiences
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occasioned."27 The second half of the story,not surprisingly, takes place at a
masked ball, where all of the guests are in costume and their identities hidden
behind a mask. Such an early twentieth-century device serves, in this case, to
underscore the notion of role-playing and identity gaming.
The figures inKhan's first two novels, much like Frau West, are defined
more by their surroundings and environment than any sense of place or
historical rootedness (Heimat). Her debut novel, Gogo-Girl,2S is thematically
and stylistically similar tomany of the pop novels that began appearing in the
1990s, particularly Benjamin von Stuckard-Barre's ode to pop music and lost
like Stuckard-Barre's novel, Gogo-Girl uses pop
love Soloalbum (1999). Much
music as its backdrop and in fact is set in the pop music scene of Berlin and
on in the novel the
Hamburg. Ruth, the novel's protagonist, establishes early
importance ofmusic for her:

Ich h?re gernMusik, ich bin noch voll zu haben f?r das Lecken derWun
dern durchMusik. Es gibt ein Gedicht dazu, es istvon mir, es geht um die
Heilsamkeit derMusik und dass diese nicht immer da ist f?r dieMenschen.
ich einen Zauberspruch w?sste, der be
Nicht selbstverst?ndlich....Wenn
wirkt, dass mich ein britischer Popstar meines Alters heiratet, w?rde ich
nicht widerstehen k?nnen, ihn zu sprechen. Aber sofort,dann w?re ichweg
hier, unglaublich.

(23-24)

Music, particularly British pop music, is the source of solace forRuth as well
as of her hopes and dreams, a universality common to all pop literature.
Like many of the other novels in this genre, Gogo-Girl features characters
in their twentieswho are seeking both fan and adventure29 aswell as direction
in their lives. Ruth is a 20-some-year-old student living inHamburg, whose
to Berlin.When
the novel opens,
boyfriend,Tilmann, has lefther and moved
Ruth is together with the singer of the rock band Hirn, whose former go-go
(20), has injured her foot and is
girl, Claudia Heidanz, "die Szeneschlampe"
unable go on tour.Ruth decides to become the band's go-go girl for their tour
and the novel proceeds to recount through a first-person narrative (also typi
cal of the pop novel) her thoughts, her affairs and her musical encounters on
the band's mini-tour ofGermany. In the tradition of pop literature, the novel
uses Ruth's taste inmusic and style as arbiters of its larger aesthetic. This in
and of it self,has a transnational appeal, asmuch of the aesthetic and tastes of
pop culture are not nationally specific30. In thisway, the novel is a chronicle
or
of contemporaryWestern
society?or as Ba?ler has termed it, an archive
on
more
tastes
centers
than
and
of
the
present (26f)?and
style
encyclopedia
on larger national or historical issues that, according to Paik Nak-chung, are
typical ofmore "serious" national literatures.
itshumor, one must share the tastes of the
Yet to relate to the novel?and
book's protagonists.31 Thus while the novel does not deal with traditional
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themes ofGerman literature, to appreciate the novel, the reader stillmust have
an understanding of theHamburg and Berlin pop cultural "scenes." Critics
have often cited this as a problem in general with pop literature. Besides the
a particular "scene" or subculture the reader must
necessity for understanding
share the author's taste in style,music and cinema.32 A case in point: before
Hirn's appearance in Berlin, the band is invited to do a live radio interview,
a favorite song. Each member
during which each member is asked to select
tries to outdo the other in selecting "in" bands thereby showing their good
taste and understanding of the "scene." Ruth, the last to give her request, de
cides to send amessage to her boyfriend Tilmann by selecting a love song by
the German pop/metal band The Scorpions. Her fellow band members are
outraged at both the sentimentality and the commercialism of her choice and
kick her off of the tour.This scene demonstrates both the universality as well
as the cultural specificity of pop literature.A Scorpions fan would probably
not understand the humor in this scene, whereas someone within theGerman
music

scene

would.

The novel features other common aspects of the pop literature genre as
well. Besides being an archive of the present and of tastes and style, it also
the
succumbs to what Ba?ler has termed "Markenfetischismus."33 Through
blatant use and mentioning of brand names and film and music titles, the
reader is initiated into the scene ofwhat is "cool" and what isnot?a facet that
underscores the context of the capitalist consumer culture which is at once very

much part of the pop literary aesthetic yet often the subject of its criticism.
Part of this strategy is linked towhat Ba?ler has identified as the other three
characteristics of pop literature: childhood memories and recollections, "All
a
tagsbeobachtungen," and the formation of "Kulturtagebuch" (21-22). Each
of these strategies contributes to the central aspect of the pop novel, which is
a documentation of a particular subculture and lifestyle, ones, however, that
are in and of themselves transnational, in that individuals inmany (at least
cultures can share these tastes as they lack any national and cultur
ally specific historicity. And this very fact has led critics of pop literature to
fault it for being superficial and self-centered.34Unlike in canonical national
literatures, no great philosophical themes or ideas are explored other than an
appreciation formarket capitalism, a particular lifestyle and set of tastes.The
potential universality of the superficial aswell as the borderlessness of its themes
makes pop literature a product of global forces.This results in a new kind of

Western)

realism, which the Pakistani writer and essayistTariq Ali has coined "Market
Realism."35 This new global force creates a demand for literature "...that is
treated as a fetishized commodity, self-contained and self-referential" (144).
Ali criticizes as well the superficiality of ideas that a market realism imposes
in that it leads to the fearedMcDonaldization
of the culture industry:Within
thismarket realism, he writes, "there is a growing tendency to uniformity of
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thought and style.Trivia reigns supreme and literature becomes a branch of
the entertainment industry."
While market realist literature fosters a uniformity in thought that transcends
borders, its self-contained and self-referential nature nevertheless allows for

national, culturally specific referents. Pakistani pop is thus referentially differ
ent than German pop, although the "universalization of desire" as created
by
the forces ofmarket capitalism make both products of a globalized entertain
ment
industry.However what pop literature also lacks and what distinguishes
itfrom a global literature are discourses and discussions of a global reality.A
politically and socially engaged literaturewas inmany ways the hope that both
Marx and Goethe had in postulating aWeltliteratur. Indeed, Paik Nak-chung
faults the new market realism first and foremost for having eliminated "the
kind of critical and creative engagement with reality valued equally byGoethe
andMarx" (224-2 5).Thus a global, Weltliteratur must not only exhibit a certain
universality but also reflect a global reality and engage in discourses on global

is striking about Gogo-girl (and very different from Khan's
modernity. What
second novel) is the lack of any non-German characters. The novel and its
characters move in and around Berlin and Hamburg, two ofGermany's larg
est and most multicultural cities,without any trace of non-dominant cultures.
Moreover, as with most pop novels, all of its characters are from middle-class
backgrounds and there is no mention or depiction of any social or economic
disparities caused by the forces of globalization.
In this regard, Dein Film (2001) 36 exhibits many similarities to the pop
novel yet acknowledges and conveys the diversity of its setting (also Hamburg)
as well as the
it is a light-hearted story about 20-some
global reality.While

year-old media-types all having aspirations of working in the film industry, it
nonetheless takes a political stance that decidedly reflects global modernity.
The novel's protagonist Sonja Sch?lmeister, is the editor of Headquarter, a
scene magazine. At the outset,
Hamburg
Sonja's roommate, Angie, has just
a
her
with
Turkish-German
screenwriter who is
Dennis,
split up
boyfriend,
on
a
the
of
movie.
Dennis'
script
vampire
working
goal, however, is to rework
the vampire genre so as to infuse itwith Turkish-German
elements?that
is,
auto mechanic inKreuzberg who
his storywill be about a Turkish-German
goes into the vampire chasing business?with more Koran than crosses.While
Dennis wants to flavor his filmwith culturally specific elements, it is nonethe
less curious that his choice of subject matter is not the concerns of an outsider
or

reflections

on

the

immigrant

experience?as

some

have

come

to

expect

ofTurkish-German
literature?rather he chooses a genre that itself symbol
izes the global nature of cinema and artistic production as a whole as well as

its transnational referentiality.The Dracula/vampire material originated, of
course, in central Europe but firstbecame popularized by the Irishwriter Bram
Stoker. In itsmove to film, thematerial became popular first in early European
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cinema, before it became immortalized through Hollywood. The European
fetishization ofAmerican cult films and B movies brought thematerial back to
Europe, where it resonates with the likes ofDennis and his circle of friends in
Hamburg. When Dennis and Sonja begin collaboration, they concentrate not
on the heritage or cultures of their central characters, but on the love story in

the script?an element universal to art, literature, and cinema. Meanwhile
they
hope to engage an English director tomake the film (and have it distributed
distributor), thusmoving even furtherfrom Dennis' own
by a Dutch-English
oriental

roots.

Like "Die Leute von Sewastopol," much of Dein Film moves in the circles
of theDavos culture, with the novel's setting oscillating between London and
more strongly to
Hamburg. To be sure, there are minor characters who cling
their roots. Sonja's mother, Britta Sch?lmeister, has befriended a local Paki
stani restaurateur who has two Pakistanis working for him, Hamsa Ali Amin
and Nassir Ali Amin. Unlike Dennis, the Amin brothers are first generation
immigrants and thus view societal borders inmuch more traditional terms.
Hamsa complains, for instance: "Die Deutschen haben so viel Angst! Wenn
sie in der Zeitung lesen, dass diese Banane vergiftet ist, dann essen sie keine
Banane mehr.. .Die Deutschen glauben nicht, was sie sehen" (44). Andrea, the
German waitress who works with Hamsa, rejoins: "Wir leben eben in einer
Informationsgesellschaft.. .Unser Fetisch istdieWissenschaft, die Zeitung, die
Kommunikation von Daten und Fakten." Here Andrea not only acknowledges
but embraces global modernity, a society inwhich knowledge and rational
ity are fetishized and privileged over emotion and intuition. "Wir Europ?er,"
Andrea continues, "wissen nun mal, dass es Dinge gibt, die man nicht sehen

kann" (44). It is interesting aswell thatAndrea here shifts the discourse to "wir
Europ?er" as opposed toHamsa's comments about "die Deutschen," thereby
subtly invoking Samuel Huntington's notion of a "clash of civilizations." Andrea
sets offEurope or, perhaps, evenWestern society,from the non-Western world,

which has yet to fully embrace global modernity and the information age.

and the Nation
Politics, Globalization,
While cultural globalization has in some ways reached (or invaded, depending
on one's point of view) almost all corners of the
globe, the political reaction
to globalization ismuch more varied, as is evident by the global protests to
supranational governing bodies like theWorld Bank, theG-8 and the Davos
Summit. Similarly, the politics of global literature are equally diverse. Perhaps
one of the greatest ironies of globalization, as many have
pointed out, is the
simultaneous embracing and rejection of globalization. The now ubiquitous

images of anti-American protesters wearing jeans and T-shirts of American
sport teams are evidence of the consumptive power of cultural globalization
but also of a rejection of the political. Reconciling these poles seems at first
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contradictory, but as the Chinese anthropologist Yunxiang Yan writes in his
study of China's unique form of "managed" globalization, is not as contradic
tory as it firstmay seem: "I suddenly realized that... there might actually be
a truly global culture that can be enjoyed and appropriated
by people from
different cultural backgrounds, while they are politically nationalistic at the
same time"37 (20). The reality of globalization is that it is indeed a
two-edged

sword; for all the economic promise and abundance of information it brings,
it also brings cultural conflict and political clashes. A backdrop to the main
the
story inDein Film is another aspect of global modernity: war. Throughout
course of the novel, theU.S. is engaged inwar and is
some
unnamed
bombing
country, and as the story progresses, we find that the Europeans have been

While
the British and German foreign ministers are
reluctantly drawn in.38
over
Americans'
loss
of
the
moral integrity,
the
Wall Street is boom
arguing
a
not
to
In
nod
of
further
clash
civilization theory, but
ing.
only Huntington's
also an attempt at critical engagement with the global reality,Khan's narrator
notes in a side excursus, that a 14-year-old girl, tellingly named "Persia" liv
ing in the country under siege by theU.S. bombing, sends the following note
to her relatives living abroad: "Die USA ver?ndern den Globus und schaffen

sich ein gewaltiges Hinterland. Dieser Krieg ist ein Kulturkrieg. Je mehr
ein Land hat, desto niedriger dieWahrscheinlichkeit,
Kinos und McDonald's
von den USA angegriffen zu werden" (186-87). The nexus established here is
Westernized
societies, are part of the
quite clear: globalized societies, that is
more
to
of
and
thus
be
system
likely
protected from the threat
global capital
ofwar. Those countries resisting global modernity become colonized through
war by theU.S. and thus forcibly brought into the system of globalization. As
if itwere not clear enough, the young Persia writes in closing: "Ja,wir haben
?l, sind das Land der schwarzen Sonne, und Allah istmit den Gl?ubigen. Wir
essen keine Hamburger. Wehe den Besiegten" (187).
Elsewhere in thenovel, Khan establishes a connection between globalization
more globalized
and the cinema. The more cinemas?and McDonalds?the
and themore part of the hegemonic power structure a country is. But just as
there are two sides to the global, so are there two sides to the global nature of
cinema. Dennis is drawn to the cinema for itsuniversality.The cinema is global
and also has universal appeal. In theUSA, Europe and even most parts ofAsia,
he considers at one point, everyone understands a certain kind of love, action, a
certain costume or a particular melody (54). The universality and appeal of the
cinema makes it a unifying element that allows all typesfrom all parts of the

world to escape from the quotidian. However, likemost aspects of the global
market system, theU.S. and American stylehas colonized the restof theworld.39
At one point, Dennis attends a series of lectures by a Professor Jeremias (who
among other things, has written a book chronicling 100 American cultural
abuses). Jeremias has a theory that acting is the central art of the cinema and
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that "die gro?en Schauspielkulturen sind gleichzeitig die Kulturen mit den
China, England, Frankreich und Deutschland"
gro?enWaffenreserven?USA,
(40).These cultures, particularly America, have over the course of history colo
nized the natives through photography: "gefilmt, nachgeahmt und gefressen"
(40). Even the camera shot, he points out, known inEurope as the "American
shot," isfrom thewaist up as in a duel: a sutured shot-counter-shot, whereby
the strongest wins. Important here as well is that Jeremias with his theories
of global culture, represents another of Berger's four faces of globalization,
namely the "Faculty Club International." This group, Berger maintains is the
result of the "internationalization of theWestern
intelligentsia, itsvalues and
US.
economic
of
and cultural domination,
Jeremias'
critique
ideologies."40
with its implied criticism of colonialization as a whole, is typical of the voices
of the anti-globalization movement. That Dennis is drawn to Jeremias and his
anti-American, anti-"McWorld" views, yet all thewhile embracing the cultural
byproducts of globalization (Hollywood B films), points to one of themany
inherent contradictions in the debate over globalization.
The novel has many more examples of this type of global modernity, but
in the end, it too turns into a love story as theTurkish-German Dennis seeks

happiness with Sonja and together they set out tomake their vampire movie.
In the end, what one finds is a pop cultural portrait of amultiethnic Germany
inwhich the cultures of origin of the novel's protagonists have inmost cases
been supplanted by a global,Westernized, and even in some cases Americanized
culture.The film of the title,Dein Film, reflects a personal vision that allows for
an individual voice. As the novel shows, cinema, as a global medium, can both

reflect and transcend cultural identities. In 2003 Fatih Akin won theGolden
Bear at that year's Berlinale forGegen dieWand. Die Zeit heralded this triumph
with the following headline: "Ankunft in derWirklichkeit: Mit Fatih Akins
siegt das deutsche Kino ?ber die deutschen Tr?ume von
'Gegen dieWand'
einer Leitkultur."41 The arrival into reality should really be into the reality of
a
global modernity. Beckstein's concept of "Leitkultur" has been vanquished
as has the fallacious positing of a "German" national culture.While new im
migrants to a country will certainly continue to carrywith them their histories
and traditions, successive generations might very well not look to the history
and traditions of theirnew homeland or to the past, but rather to transnational,
global referents that form a global culture independent of place and locale. If
indeed theE- and U-Kultur of high and low arthave been overcome, thenwhat
arises, amixing of the two, an EU-Kultur, asMatthias Politycki has suggested,
will better reflect the future of continental literature.
With thatwill, no doubt,
come a further renegotiation ofwhat "German" literature is or can be.
Comments?
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